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Latitude 7490 with Intelligent Wireless

* Lock out Spec

What is the customer challenge?
With wireless connectivity becoming the primary means for workers
to connect to their company networks, increased wait times and drops are 
on the rise. This creates worker frustration and negatively impacts productivity.

How does this feature remedy this problem?
Wireless connectivity is the wave of the future and customers
who engage frequently in corridor warrior or on the go type activities depend 
on fast and reliable wireless connectivity. Intelligent wireless or (Active Steering 
Antennae) technology helps decrease wait time and increases throughput.

Who is this feature deal for?
Mobile or Corridor warrior professionals who want faster and more data throughput
from their wireless connection no matter what wireless environment they may work in.

What does it do?
Active Steering Antennae or ASA intelligently detects the location where 
the strongest wireless signal arrives and reconfigures itself to use that 
path. This results in an improved WiFi connection that has an increased 
range and faster speeds. 

How does it work?
In 5GHz WiFi networks, Active Steering Antennas (ASA) increase the 
signal strength on Latitude notebooks by reconfiguring the antenna 
radiated energy to use the best signal conditions available. 

Who else has this?
This is an exclusive offer from Dell through 6/7/2018.

Key features Why it matters

Improved throughput 40% average 11ac throughput 
enhancement while connected

Imagine a connection in a local team room where your conference call doesn’t drop as often, file 
transfers are smoother and faster and email correspondence sends when expected. 

Distance calibration As the wireless signal gets further 
away throughput modulates

Normally as you increase the distance from the router or hub for your wireless signal the data transfer 
rates become proportionally weaker. With the Active Steering Antennae the signal is intelligently mapped 
using frequency patterns and will reduce wait time and drops as compared to a normal signal. 

Exclusive to Dell* Exclusivity period expires on June 7, 
2018 Quickly use this exclusive feature to lock out competitors on impending RFP’s*

Workforce efficiency
Your workforce is your most 
important asset why not make them 
more efficient. 

As wireless users continue to grow networks will become increasingly congested and slow. Take 
advantage of this latest technology from Dell to help more efficiently use your network while 
reducing the wait time, number of drops and related frustrations of your workforce. 

Wireless connectivity just got faster and more efficient with this exclusive Active Steering Antennae2 technology from Dell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approved claim number ADG17000293Claim #1: 40% avg. 11ac throughput enhancement over passive antenna solution**Based on an Ethertronics Engineering Test Report, December 2017, comparing Active Steering Antenna vs. Passive Antenna throughput performance at 53ft away from AP at 5GHz on a Dell Latitude 7490 laptop.Claim #2: Exclusive solution  Note to claim #2: Exclusivity period expires on June 7, 2018, DO NOT USE exclusivity claim passed that period.  Claim #3: Dell Latitude 7490 is the first laptop to adopt Active Steering Antenna solution in the industry.Geographic restrictions apply to claim #3, DO NOT USE in China or Korea. 
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Latitude 7490 Super Low Power Panel (SLP)

* Lock out Spec

What is the customer challenge?
With an ever increasing number of mobile workers no longer tethered to a fixed
cube or work area, the importance of system battery life is ever increasing. The freedom
to work where and when you want is paramount in attracting and keeping key talent.

How does this feature remedy this problem?
Increasing the runtime of laptop computers between charges minimizes the need 
for workers to stop, find a plug and recharge. This further increases their productivity
by keeping them mobile. The new SLP panel and associated options may be packaged
to maximize interim runtime up to 30%1.

Who is this feature deal for?
On-the-Go or Corridor Warrior professionals who demand an ever increasing freedom
from wires experience. 

What does it do?
This new SLP reduces power consumption by 50% as compared to the 
current FHD panel. In wattage terms the current FHD panel draws 3.8 to 
4.6 watts while SLP FHD panel draws 1.84 to 1.99 watts.

How does it work?
Innovative backlight design delivers the bulk of power savings using an 
advanced backlight structure with the latest LED’s that require less 
electrical current. The sRGB panel used is the same PC industry 
standard for color2.

Bottom line improvement as of 1/5/2018:
Total run time is up to 20 hrs. 55 min. with this configuration.
Additional runtime is up to 27% (4 hrs. 42 min.) of runtime improvement 
using SLP panel with the 60Whr battery.

Key features Why it matters

Improved runtime 27% or 4hr 42min increase to 
current runtimes

Laptops are becoming even more important to the productivity of the highly mobile workforce of today 
and tomorrow. Increasing time between charges will further the productivity gains of these workers. 

Front of screen Continue to experience the FHD 
experience using 50% less power

Defying the laws of physics is becoming the norm for Dell. Historically brighter panels meant less battery 
life. With this new SLP panel workers can experience FHD quality and plug in fewer times. 

Earth friendly Multiply the energy used by the 
number of laptops and divide it by 2

Think about the number of Corridor Warriors working for our largest customers. The power consumed by 
their current laptops could be cut in half with this new technology without compromise. Also knowing 
ITDM’s budgets are constantly scrutinized these savings will flow directly to the bottom line. 

Workforce efficiency
Your workforce is your most 
important asset why not make them 
more efficient. 

Now workers can experience all the qualities of an FHD experience they’ve become accustomed to on a 
device that will run longer between charges. On the go professionals won’t need to find power 
stations at airports nearly as often and your corridor warriors will be even more mobile on campus. 

Exceptional front of screen experience now with a power miser design that substantially increases battery life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Required configuration for ultimate power savings:1Latitude 7490 with:i5-8350UW10 Pro8GB DDR4 1x8GB256GB Hynix M.2 SATA SSDDisplay Port or TBT | Integrated Graphics7490 w/ AUO SLP FHD with narrow border RGB Cam/Mic and ASA (active steering antenna)WLAN Intel 8265AC SAR 2X24-cell, 60WHr BatteryNo SecurityDell Standard Image2Details to how fewer layers reduces power consumption:Changed backlight design (bulk of power savings)In SLP panels, we are using a backlight which has 5 layers. Typically conventional backlights have 6 layers which consist of (DBEF, BEF (two upper & lower), diffuser, LGP & Reflector. The SLP backlight stack up is without the diffuser layer. The target Backlight power 20- 25% less compare to conventional backlightIncreased LED efficiency by cherry picking LED’s with less input current using a binning process. This is where suppliers pick the best LEDs which have the higher luminous flux to achieve higher brightness of backlight to achieve lower power with the same viewing angle as the conventional backlight. Basically they are using the high gamut LEDs for the SLP panels to achieve higher brightness. More advanced backplane technology   (changing the liquid crystal cell) for faster and smaller transistors are used in SLP panels. We have been shipping IGZO based backplane technology for last few years and is a PC industry standard.  No change in performance because we defined the existing performance level (resolution, color, brightness) as the baseline
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